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1. Another in a series of regular meetings of a group of less-developed countries
was held on 11 February 1966 under the Chairmanship .of H.E. Mr. C. Valenzuela.
Ambassador of Chile.

2. The meeting was attended by the representatives of Algeria, Argentina,
Chile, India, Indonesia, Israel, Jamaica, Pakistan, Peru, Trinidad and Tobago,
Tunisia, Uruguay and Yugoslavia.

3. The group addressed itself to matters expected to be dealt with by the
Group on Legal Amendments to the General Agreement and the Expert Group on Trade
Information and Advisory Services (GATT Trade Centre). Following the decision
taken at the meeting of the less-developed countries in the Director-General's
office on 10 February 1966, the group also considered the question of the
establishment of an advisory group of less-developed countries participating in
the trade negotiations to keep contact with the he Diroctce-Gcneral on progress and
developments in the Kennedy Round.

Legal amendments to the General eercement

4. Referring to the draft decision on Article XXIII attached as Annex I to
document COM.TD3F/., it waecallel.d that it contained certain areas of agreement
as well as disagreement which were brought out as a result of discussions held in
the earlier meeting of the Group on Legal Amendments to the General Aementcne.
It was recognized that while paragrarphs 1-6. 8-10 an13o 'f the draft decision
did not present difficulties of substance, awere cr generalacca.oeptaeblubjectjcc
to an agreement on portions appearing in squareackets!:e in teosc paragranphs,
there remained paragraphs 7, 11 and 12 on which teeneemedeni no possibility of
reaching agreement.

5. The suggestions eadc in tmeetingtrelating to certainaparagraphs hs of the
draft decision arc summarizedlow'oc :

Paragraph 4. The less-deveelopd couneri-s should not feel any difficulty in
going along with the suggested insertion appearing in aquCre brackets. It
did not, however, appenecesscesary toespcll out a concept when it was fully
understood.
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Paragraph 5. The words appearing in square bracketsin this paragraph should
not be included. Up to the present, the normal practice in the GATT had boon
to appoint panels in consultation with the parties concerned. In the process
of consultation, the countries being consulted had alwaysindicated whether:
or not they agreed to thepanel suggested. It was possible that if this
procedure: for formal approval was accepted, it would cause unnecessary delay.

Paragraph 6. Although there seemed an element of redundancy, less--developed
countries might insist, on the spelling out of the concepts as described in
sub-paragraphs (a), (b) and (c) of the paragraph.

Paragraph 7. As it was extremelydifficult to get general agreementent in GATT
on the concept of financiampensatiion,tionwit .as stated that less-developed
contracting ies d.iswere obliged toemakclean ca: choice as to whether they
would be prepared to accept mber of improvements to Aent o ArXXcle )oIII tc make
-t moee eff ctive and the procedures followed more speedily,eor thcy would
continue to press for financial compensation.

Paragraph 9. The text should be such as no briig o t thce coneopt of tine
limit which sheuld bo neither too rigid nor too- flexibee. Tho word "panel"
appearing in square bracketheinourthfieurt line of the paragraph should be
deleted.

ParaZraphs 11 and 12. It was suggehatd ta.t less-opevelpced countries should
,ive consideration to the following points (i) the procedures mentioned under
sub-pahagrapls (a), (b) ano (carag paragraph 6 would become gratuitous if
each country was allowed o be -tge judZc oown s o-se caute, and (ii) while the
limitations on the capacity of less-developed countries to retaliaee madc it
desirable to explore thibpossiilijy of Joint action in some form,yit mav be
difficult to get agreements on any form of collective sanction. Some
delegations indicated that they would have difficultiaccepting anyg any

changes in substance of txe te;ts.

rParagaph 13. As coations t;nderandc- paragraph 2 of ArtXXXVle ;=II will have
to be precedebilateral ilatc consultations, iteforeCeeem sconne unaecessary to
inseit another phase of bilateral consultations before the matter was taken
up by ONTRACTING PARTIESAFTIE under raph z.7of 2 oCo ArtXXle MCIII.

6. With regard eo tec quostion of sugcharoes, it was pointed out that there were
a rumbe- of points which had been identified in the accord of discussions of the
earlier meeting of the Group, in particular (a) whether surcharges and quantitative
restrictions could be applimultaneouslyancou to the same products; (b) whether
any departure from the principle of non-discrimination could be permitted in
respect of surcharges on balance-of-payments Grounds on the analogy of the
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provisions of Article XIV; (c) what would be the scope of these consultations;
and (d) whether any legal obligations .resulting from such consultations related
only to bound items on which surcharges wereapplied or would also cover the
non-bound items.

7. The Group did not engage itself ina substantial discussion of these points.
It was, however-, pointed out thatless-developed countries should make every
endeavour to acquire greater flexibility in the application of surcharges on the
grounds of balance-of-payments difficulties.

GATT International Trade Centre

8. At the outset of the discussion under this heading, the Chairman pointed out
that, as the UNCTAD was also contemplating the establishment of a tradecentre for
the benefits of less-developed countries, it seemed appropriate to consider that
should be done to avoid duplication of work and a waste of resources.
Co-ordination in the work of the two organizations in tlhe field of trade promotion
and advisory services would be useful. The Chairman recalled the observations made
by the Director--General in his private meeting with representatives of less-developed
countries that to have two trade centres with the samescope of activity one in
the GATT and the other in the UTNCTAD - seemed far from ratilonal . It was recognized
that, at this stage, the delegations present in the group would not be able to
take a position on these questions. It was, therefore, suggested that less-
developed countries should provide their respective national governments with all
the background material relevant to this matter and seek instruction.

9. One representative pointed out that the problem of duplication should not
really arise. While the GATT Centre was already in operatin formore than a year,
the UNCTAD Trade Centre was so far merelya proposal. The problem which did
exist was that the UNCTAD Committee on Manufactures was expected to discuss shortly
a number- of proposals regarding work to be undertaken inthe field of trade
information and trade promotion whichwould encompass the work viork aenedy cntirusted to
the GATT Trade Centre. Teis typo of discussion would, of course, create some
uncertainty in the m industrialized ial-LZe countrieswhetherthethey should
devote further resto the expansionof the GATTTrade Centre.- Centr

Reference was made to Annex- A .Iof.6 ,-othe Final Ace of thi First United
Natiferencefcirenc onandade nc. Developme documents cume'!c TD/./C.2/7, TD/B/41,
TD/B/41/Corr.1, prepared fmeetingof the of the UommAD Cc.mittee on manufacturers
on 28 Fe8ruary-4] March 1966.
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10. Two representatives pointed out 'that the GATT T Trade Centre had done remarkably
well in its operation over the past year, and had proved that its work could be
expanded to cover a broader field of trade Promotion on behalf of less--developed
countries. It seemed unwise to frustrate further development of the Centre in the
hope that a new trade centre would be established under the auspices of the
UNCTAD. They recalled that the GATT Centre had been established in response to
proposals from less-developed countries. If the less-developed countries were
satisfied that the Centre was meeting the needs for, which it was established they
should make a further effort to strengthen its resources. There was no assurance
that an UNCTAD centre would provide more effective service to less-developed
countries; indeed there was a distinct possibility that the service may be less
effective.

11. There was some discussion of Annex: A.III 6 of he Final Act of the First
United Nations Conference on Trade and Developmentand nd of the following excerpt
from thN UqCTAD document TD/B/C.2/7 which contains the UNCTAD Secretariat
posals als for the Committee Mn Danufactures: "... For this reason, the Second
mitteeitt of the Conference considered that it would be desirable to establish
an international trainformar -tion and trade promotions centre, qdeauately staffed
by competent persons.t IT was pointed out that the recommendation Annexne,: A.III.6
did not pick up the proposal for the establishment of an international trade centre
wnder UNCTAD auspices, because thATT ZLT Trade Ceetrc was already functioning and
its activities had to be taken into account.

12. Ode Oelegation fethat tt there may be justification forgorGanizing trade
informationdan advisory services in tUe tNCTAf iL these services cdulc thereby
be expanded on a more universal basis. But there would be no difference in this
case, because the GATT Centre served both TATC and non-TATI countries without
distinction. Thws ;as confirmed Mr.Mathur,thu Assistant Director-General, who
pointed out that fairly substantial use of the Centre's service haeebemadebyde
non-GATT developing countries.

13. The Chairman indicated that this matter could be further considered after:
the secretariat paper fore meetingtin of the isoryisr Group oneth_ Trade Centre
became available, as thisswa, expected toovidediid a complete listiof f the
GWTT Centre's programmandaen activities and proposals for further work.

Setting up of an advisory group of less-developed counties
ticipating in the Kennedy RoundRoi

14. Due to the short time available, the group did not discuss the question of
the establishment of mall.ma group of lese-ecoolcped countries particiing i-g in
the trade negotiations to consuleriodicallye.l with the Director-General on
developments in the deaad negotiations of interest to less-developed countries.
It was agreed that this matter would be taken up at the next meeting of the group.


